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INTRODCCT I CN
Imp ortance and scope
The Great Pl a i ns variety of t he sharp-tailed

rous e Pediocetes

phasianellus jamesi Lincoln was the predominant upland game bird during
the exploratory and early settlement period in North Da kota (Caues 1874
and 1878 . Larson 1928 , and ~ illiams 1926) .

Since t hen its status has

diminished as the prairi e gra ss land gradually was converted to intensively used pastures and cropl and .

Although the sharptail i s still

abundant enough in its rema in ing habitat t o provide for liberal annual
harvests , further demand on these lands by a growing human population
will make it necessary to appl y game management measures other than
hunting regulations if t he sharptail i s to be retained as an important
game bird i n the state .
knowledge of t he motility and survival of the sharp-tailed
g rouse is of importance i n t he planning of habitat development projects,
hunting regulations , and research concerned wit h populat ion problems.
In 1954 , t he game management division of t he North Da kota Game and
Fis h Department i nitiated a sharp-tailed grouse movement and survival
study .

This paper presents an evaluation of the tec lmiques used i n the

study of sharptail movements during t he fi r s t 2 years of t his project
and a preliminary analysis of t he seasonal movements of banded or

rr~ r ked

sharp-tailed grouse that were recovered or observed to November 4 , 1956.
The scientific names of the gallinaceous bi rds used in this paper
were taken from Ridgeway and Friedmann (1946); The American Ornithologi s ts Union Check List of North

~erican

Birds , 1931, was followed for

2
,.

'. '

all other birds mentioned .

The terminology of Bailey (1926 ) is followed

for mamma ls and that of Stevens (1950) for plants .
Review of l'terature
_ The seasona l movement of sharpt ails from t he open grasslands used
during t he breeding season to wooded wintering areas and t he

fo~~tion

of late fall and winter flocks were recognized by some of the early
naturalists such as Goues (1874), but it was not until comparatively
recent times t hat detailed studies were made .

1-1arshal and Jen sen

(1937), with the help of student l abor , studied the seasonal movement s
of the Columbian sharptail var.

Colu~f.bianus

in Utah t hrough observa~

tional and flushing work in 1936 and 1937.

Baumgartner (1939) reviewed

the results of movement studies carried on in } ichigan but did not
elab orate on t he methods used.
The application of banding techn iques to sharp-tailed grouse movement studies began about 1930.

Until recently , most of the banding was

done on the wintering areas, and recoveries were made chiefly through
retrapping and hunter band returns .
studies are available for
~ orth

The results of sane of t hese

isconsin (Emmerstram and Hamerstrom 1951),

Da kota (Aldous 1943: Hammond 1957, unpublished), South Dakota

(Janson 1951), and r'1ichigan ( Peter1e 1956).
Winter banding increased Imowledge on the longer movements of
sharptails which could only be surmised by earlier observat ional lork .
The use of t he cannon- net t rap to capture
danc ing ground s by Peterle

sharpt~ils

on the s pring

1956) made it possible to follow dispersion

from the s pring as well as the winter range.
Outside of the realm of seasonal movements . HamerstrOff. and !iamerstrom ( 1951) and Snyder (1935) have reviewed the subject of Migrations

3
noted in the northern varieties of shar p- tailed grouse .

Cade and

Bu c kl ey (1953 ) des c ribed an emigration from the Tanana Valley in Alas ka
i n 1934.

The Hamerstroms (1951 ) have also r eviewed range extens ions .

whil e Baumgartner (1939 ) ha s described t he extension of the range of
t he sharptail into Eichigan.
~ or

an exhauvtive review of the subje ct of sharp-tailed gr ouse

movements , r eference is made to Hamerstrom and Hamerst rom (1951) •
.lthough banding has been t he standard method of following bird
movements, many wor kers have searched f or methods t o mark wild bi rds s o
that t hey could be i dentifi ed in the f ield vJithout
i ng them .

r~ c apturing

or kill-

Various types of colored leg bands (Tanner and Beck 1941 ; -

Ba l ham and El der 1953 ; Hauerstrom and Hame rstrom as reported by
Balham and El der 1953 ). artific ially atta ched colored feathe rs (Low
1 945; Le opold , lee and Ande r s on 1938 ; Edmins ter 1938 ), and s everal
types of ne c k marke rs (Taber 1949 ; Gullion 1951j Helm 1955; Trippensee
1941) have been used to mark game birds .
Smvls (1950) used airplane dope to mark the plumage of ducks .
Dyes have had wi de usage in ma rking t he pl umage of b irds (Nordberg
1942 ; Ivloffit 1942 ; Butts 1930) .

Wadkins (19h8) experimented with

a number of dyes f or marking pheasants , and his recommendations have
been followed by ot her worke rs for marldng pheasants (Janes 1950 , and
Ha rris 1951) and waterf01>J1 (Hi n ston 1955).

Cottam (1956) ha s presented

a review of the various methods of marki ng birds.
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DESCRI. .. I CN CF AREA

Location
I~ ost

of the tr pping stations were scattered in t he St . .nt uony-

Huff area of southern i-:orton County about 15 miles s out h of ltando.n on
state Highway 6 (fir-ure 1).
west of

Trap sites 1 and 2 , located about 10 miles

t . r.nt hony are not shotm in figure 1 .

Trapping site 13 was

located east of the l'lissouri River in Burleigh County.
;eology
The t opogra phy and drainage of the t r apping area4is typical of
most of the sharptail range in eastern l':orton County .

The land scape

consists of steep hil ls interspersed wit h undulating and rolling l ands .
j

well-devel oped drainage system is afforded by the southeast branch of

the Little Heart River , Rice Creek , and the north branc h of the
r'antepeta Creek .
The exposed substrata are made up of the thr ee lo rer formations of
t he Fort Union Group:

the Tongue Liver , the Cannonball, and the Ludlm

Formations (Laird and Mitchell 1942).

A thin deposit of gl acial till ,

chiefly boulders , is widely scattered through the area .
Soils
The- soils of the trapping area have

develo~ed

in a semiarid cli-

mate , under a combination of short and tall grass cover , from the sands tones , shales , and clays of the Tongue River and the Cannonball Formations.

Eorton County soils have the characteristics of the chesnut

soil group except where local extremes of relief or poor drainage have
interfered

~t h

their development .

Variations in parent material have

Dancing ground trapping
sites
Winter trapping- sites

Figure 1 .
1.

Location of trappine sites for s harp-tailed grouse 1

Nap from portions of General Hi ghway maps of Forton and Bu rleigh
Counties , prepared by North Da kota Department of State Highways.
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provided a "wide ra~ge of soil textures (Laird and 'dtchell 1942; Edwards
and Ableiter 1951).
Climate
The climate of

~ ortan

County is s emiarid and continental.

The

annual precipitation averages slightl y above 16 inches at Bismarc k ,
Hh ic h i s about 12 mi les north of the trapping area.

bout 75 percent

of the pr e cipi tat ion falls between the f irs t of April and the end of
Se ptember; about 50 percent of i t falls during t he months of June ,
July. and Au gust.

~:ost

summer pre c ipi tation falls during l a t e after-

noon and evening as t hundershowers .

Sno~fa ll

is

lig h~;

t he stat e wi de

average is 32.2 inches per year.
The range of daily and seasonal temperatures is large.

Tempera-

tures over 100 degrees are recorded on the average of once each year.
Days when the maximum temperature is belou zero oceur about 7 days each
year.

The average growing season is 135 days

( }~y

Wind velocity averages 10. 9 miles per hour-.

10 to September 22).

The prevailing d irec-

tion is from the northwest in all months, but south and east winds are
more canman in summer than during the winter (Anon . 195"3 ).
Land ~

Mixed farming is the principle type of agriculture carried on in
the vicinity of the trapping area.

Because of the steep topography

most of the tillable areas are small and irregularly interspersed among
the steeper grasslands.

A land-use survey of a township i n the vicinity

of the trapping sites indicated that about 27 percent of t he area
cultivated for the production of grain and fora ge crops.
der. about 70 percent is grassland .

~ms

Of t he r emain-

Muc h of t he gras sland is he av i l y

u s ed f or gr a z ing or wild hay production, but there are extensive areas

7
of unused native grassl ands that are too steep or rocky f or haying and
subject only to light grazing because of the interspersed unfe~ced cropland.
The chief cash crops are wheat and flax.
most important grain feed crops.
forage.

Barley and oats are the

Some corn is grown for both grain and

Of the hay crops, wild hay is the most i mportant , but a lfalfa

and small grain hay is used to a lesser extent.
Most of the cattle in the sharp-tailed grouse trapping a rea are
raised for beef, but some of the farms have small da i ry herds.

~ ost

farms also raise seme poultry and hogs .
t~~n s hip

There are 20 occupied farm dwellings on the
the trapping was conducted.

where most of

In general, the road system is well enough

developed so that most areas can be re ached by automobile except after
heavy rains.

During the winter months, the roads and trails are often

bloc ked by drifting snow.
Vegetation
Dominants from both the mixed and true prairie associations are
common in the native grasslands of Morton County.

Needle grasses

( Stipa comata Trin . and Rupr. , Stipa spartea Trin., and Stioa viridula
Trin .); june g r a ss Koeleria cristata (1 .) Pers., little b luestem
Andropogan scoparius

~lic hx.,

blue grama Bouteloua gracil is (HBK) Lag. ,

and side-oats grams. Bouteloua curtipendula (Hichx.) Torr . are common
grasses of the better upland sharptail r anges .

The shorl gr ass , blue

grama, predominates in the more heavily grazed areas which support few
sharp-tailed grouse.
Brush and trees other than wolfberry Symphoricarpos occidentalis
Hook. occupy about 1 percent of the aree in the vic inity of the

trr.:ppinv sites .
grc: ssland

ar~c:; .

T··olf"verry cl1...r.;>s are "Jidely spread t::;roughout t e
OtLe r 'YJoody specie s are confined to farm p lantings .

r &v.:.ne,-. . 8.r-:d cree k oottor:s .

7he important l\l'oody species f ound in t he

trappirlg area are june.:;e rry Ame lanc hi e r alnifolia Nutt ., wil d plum
~runus

ame ri ana Harsh., choke cherry ,E. virginiana

T .,

wolfberry .

silverberry Elaea.'?'nus argentea Purs h ., lo-!ild rose Rosa sp., g reen ash
Fraxinus pennsylvanica yare lanceolata ( orkh. )

S8r~ • •

bur oak Quercus

macrocarpa d ichx. , willow Sa lix sp •• cottonwood Populus deltoides
arsh., and buffalo berry Shepherdia a rgentea

utt .

wildlife
During the spring , sharptails are well distributed t hroughout the
trapping area .

A population of about 20 sharptails per section \ITas

estimated from a dancing ground survey made i n 1955 on a. 26- square-mile
area surrounding t he trapping sites .

A population of 17 sharptails per

section was estimated from a similar survey in 1956 .

inter 8.erial and

ground counts in 1955 and 1956 indicated a min imum wintering population
of 15 to 20 birds per squa r e mile in the same general area.
The pheasant Phasianus colc hicus torquatus Gmelin and the
Hunga rian partridge Perdu perdix perdu ( l innaeus) \'\Tere both cornmon
in t he trapping areas .

One prairie chicken Tympanuchus cupido pinnatus

(Brewster) was trapped at site 12 in t he winter of 1955-56 , but no
other observations of this spec ies were made.
White-tailed deer Odocoiieus virginianus macrourus (Rafinesque) ,
cottonta il rabbits Syl vilagus floridanus similis Nels on , white-tailed
jackr?bbits l enus townsendi i camoanius Hollister, and yellow~ ha ired
p orcuDin s Er ethizon

~.

e pixa thum 3 r andt we r e at trac ted by the bait

piles at t he trc:pD in~ s i tes .

The rodents often opened h les in t he

9

trap netting to get at t he bait .
The common predators on the area t hot were at least a ?otential
threat to

tr~pped

sharptails were the coyote Canis latrans nebracensis

: ~erriarn . red fox vulpes fulva regalis Herriam , j\merican rough- legged
awk ~ la~opus~. johannis (Ornelin), golden eagle Aguila chtysaetos
canadens is ( l innaeus), and horned owl Bubo virginianus occidentalis
Stone .
Des cription of trapn ing sites
Table I Dresents a brief description of all t he trap sites .

Fall

and spring trappine was done on the dancing grounds wrjich were all
located on high spots in the upland grass land.

Most winter trapping

v1as carried out in woody cover where the sharpta ils gathered to loaf
or to feed on buds.

In most cases some feeding wa s also noted in

fields nea r the woody cover , but only one trapping site \-vas set up in
a field (site 12).

1

Descri ption of tra ppin sites for s harp- tailed grouse ,
Fort on County , 10rth Dakota

Table 1.

Site
number

Season and year
trapped

Location

Commer:.ts

1

NE Sec 3 . T 136 N
R 83 ,,~

Fall
Spring

1954
1956

2

E Sec 3, T 136 N
R 83 F

\ inter

1954-55

Small upland buffalo
berI"J clump

D ancin~ ~round

ancing ground

3

NE Sec 16, T 136

!

\:inte r
:li nte r

1954-55
1955-56

Grove of tre es at an
abandoned farm s ite

4

NE Sec 27 . T 137 N

\ 'i nter
F inter

1954-55
1955-56

Horton County .Jtate Game
Refuge . ~'loody planting

136 N

l';inter
Winter

1954-55
1955-56

Small willow clurr.p on
intennittent drainage

136

N

Spring
Fall

1956
1955

Dancing ground
Dancing ground

Sec 10, T 136 N

Spring

1956

Dancing ground

136 N

Fall
Spring

1955
1956

Dancing ground
Dancing ground

136

N

Winter

1955-56

wooded ravine

10

NE Sec 22, T 136 N
R 80 W

Winter

1955-56

Wooded ravine

11

NE Sec 21, T 136 N
R 80 W

Winter

1955-56

Grove of trees at an
abandoned farm site

12

SE Sec 14 , T 136 N

Winter

1955-56

Shocked cornfield

1955-56

Narrow shelterbelt near
an occupied farm

R 81

\~

R 81

.5

ffiv Sec 25 , T
R 81 \r

6

NW Sec

T

21,

T

R 80 ,,..'

7

m~

8

NW Sec 24,

R 81 !
~

R 81 W

9

Nt.; Sec 20, T
R 80 \.j

R 80

w

13

NW Sec 1, T 137 N
R 80 W

14

NE Sec 21, T 136 N

Spring

1956

Dancing ground

Spring

1956

Dancing ground

Spring

1956

Dancing ground

Spr ing

1956

Dancing ground

R 80 \1/

15

NE

Sec 19. T 136 N

R 80 \.V

16

SE Sec 25. T 136 N
R 81 Vi

17

NE Sec 24, T 136 N
R 81 \.J

II

PH OCEDURE t ND

iET HODS

General oroc dure
Sharp-tailed grouse were tra pped at t he wintering sites and on
the spring and fall dancing grounds .

.w11 trapped grouse \o]ere banded

and some were marked with colorad dyes .

The dispersal of the banded

and marked birds from the seasonal ranges was tra ced through fal l
hunter band returns, retrapping , and by observati on of marked birds.
/:.. few recoveries of banded dead birds were also used .

r~

ost of t he

marked bird observations were made personally , but same reliabl e observations were r eceived from other sources.
Trap, i ng

h inter traoping .

During t he winter , s harpta i ls were easily captur ed

with semi - portable funnel traps baited with ear corn (figu re 2) .

The

tops of the tra ps were covered with cotton netting and t he sides

~~th

hardware cloth or wire screen.

Later the sides were als o covered wit h

cotton netting to prevent injuries .

Two or three ground level funnels

were used on each trap.
Wi nter trapping could be started after t he firs t heavy

snm~all

f illed in the grain fields where the birds feed during late fall .

Trap-

ping sites which 'o1e re usually loca ted in woody plantings (figure 3),
we re prebaited for several days .

The tra ps were set as s oon as the

sharptails in t he vicinity were feeding at t he corn piles regularly .
Because rodents and deer were a l so attracted by t he bait . it 1-7aS necessary to replace it

eve~

2 or 3 day s.

Some of t he trappi ng sites could be visi ted by car, but a snowmobile

-laS

essential for trappi ng after t he first heavy snowfall .

The
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Figure 2 .

Semi-portable fu~~el t r ap used to trap
sharptails du ring the winte r

, .,

Yf{:~~ >~~J < "~' :'
_ ~ -:- .4,.. -

Figure 3.

~~~~_~ ~_ ~ .:-!... ... · 1

.

-~

·

A typical s harp-tail ed grouse wintering
site (trapsite 14) located on the study
area
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traps were visited twice ea ch day a t mid- morning an

late afternoon .

Trappi ng efforts we re continued at each site until unbanded birds were
no longer entering the traps regularly .

vfuen t he traps were operated

continuously , most of t he birds in the area could be trapped in less
t han 2 \-;ee ks .

Intermittent trapping efforts at each site prolonged

the trapping period.
J pring and

~

trapping .

Two sets of Dill ' s improved cannon- net

assemblies were used to t r ap sharptail s on t he dancing grounds du ring
t he spring and fall (figures 4 and 5) .

The t wo 75-x 25 - foot nets "VIere

laid out par a lle l and were f ired simultane ously
Th r ee guns were used on ea ch net .

to~ard

each other .

This a rrangement made i t possible f or

one man to get a l a r ger catch with e ach f iring .
The l argest catches were made when t he net was f ired befor e s unDuring this period there was greater activity on the

rise .

danci\p~ '
.~ ~

g rounds , and more birds we r e usua lly inside t he trappi ng area .
Sa

'\

~

d ing
All trapped sharptails were banded with numbered, butt-end type

a luminum bands .
sc hedu l e .

A

A record of all banded s harptail s was kept on a banding -."; ..

h isto~

~

of banding and recoverJ data for eac h band r e covery

vJa s tabulated on a ca rd and filed i n the offi ce.
All hunters who reported s hooting banded grouse were i nterviewed
t o determine the exact location of the recovery .
The f ollowi ng terminology was adopted for use during t his s tudy :
repeat:

a b ird that was re trapped at a site where it was trapped
ea rlier during the same season .

r ~ cove rY:

a gene ral term t ha t i ncludes any banded bird or band obta i ned
from any source at any time wi th the exception of repeats .

..~
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Figure 4 .

Figure

Dill ' s improved cannon net assembly used
to capture sharp-tailed grouse on the
spring and fall dancing grounds

5. A pair of Dill's cannon net assemblies
set to fire simultaneously . After
firing, the area between the cannons
is completly covered by the net

\
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direct recovery:

a recove ry made at any time between the date of
release during a specific season and the beginn ing
of the same season the following year.

indirect recoverY:

a bird banded in a specific season and recovered
during or after that same season the following year.

recapture:

a recovery of a live bird through retrapping at a different
station during the same season or at any station during
subsequent seasons.

This term i mplies that the bird was

again released.
return:

the recovery of a dead bird or the band frOi'll a dead bird.

Harking
Birds to be dyed were crated at the trapping site and transported
to a heated building for dyeing.

The two dyes used were auramine con-

centrate (yellow) and rhodamine B extra (red), ob~ained from the
E. I. DuPont De Nemours and COOlpany.

These dyes have been used with

favorable results by other workers (Wadkins 1948, Jones 1950, and
Harris 1951).
Dyes were applied by dipping the bird or by brushing the dye on
the feathers with a firm bristled scrub brush .

BecGuse it was con-

sidered important that the birds dry quickly, especially in the winter,
only alcohol was used in the dye solution.
The dyes were applied in combinations or singly to certain parts
of the birds so that particular cmnbinations indicated the sex and
release site.
The movement of marked sharptails was tra ced by personal observation and reports fram people who saw marked birds.

Dancing grounds in

eastern Morton County were c hec ked for the presence of marked grouse.
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Twenty-nine grounds were checked in the spring of 1955. and 42 in t he
spring of 1956.

Observations of dyed sharptails were also made while

other studies were being carried out in the- area.
Several reports of marked birds were volunteered by farmers and
other observers.

To increase the data from t his source, a form letter

requesting information on marked sharptail observations was sent out in
July of 1956 to 411 rural box holders living within 20 to 25 miles of
the trapping sites.

An addressed postpaid card was enclosed with each

letter to encourage the return of observations.
Sexing and ageing
The age and sex of sharptails was determined by examining the wear
on the outer wing primaries and by the pattern on the tail feathers as
described by Ammann (1944) and Manweiler (1939).

The characteristics

of the eyebrow were also used as an indication of sex when the pattern
of the tail feathers was indistinct.

All trapped sharptails

~~re

sexed

and aged by these methods except for those birds trapped on the s pring
dancing grounds; because of tne worn condition of the outer primaries
of the adults, only the sex of the spring trapped birds was - recorded.
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PRESENTATICN AND A·qALYSIS CF DATA
Evaluation of technigues
Trapoing success.

Winter trapping with the semi-portable funnel

trap was highly successful.

Five hundred and six s harptails (unbanded

birds and recoveries) were trapped during the winters of 1954-55 and

1955-56 (table 2).

The average catch per site day was about 7.5 sharp-

tails in 1955-56 (usually two traps were set side by side at eacl site) .
The range in the daily catch at each trapping site was from 0 to 39
sharptails.

The large catches were nearly always made on a day early

in the trappin g period; the number of unbanded grouse caught per day
usually declined steadily after the first large catch .
Trapping on the dancing grounds was less successful than the
winter trapping because the catch per site was lower. and the trapper
could visit only one site each day.

In the spring of 1956 an average

of 4.6 sharptails was captured each morning that t he cannon- net trap
was checked.
Fall

As many as 16 grou se were captured at one

trap~·ing

tL~e .

was even less successful t han sp ring trapping .

During the fall t he sharptails were less active on the dancing grounds
and we re much wilder.

There was also a considerable variation in the

activity on the grounds which often made it necessary to visit the trap
several mornings before firing .

An average of 3.5 sharptails (0 to 9)

was captured each time the trap was visited in the fall .

Table 2

presents the number of sharp-tailed grouse . other than repeats, trapped
during t he period of the study.
Trapping mortality .

Deaths from trapping were negligible \vith the

use of the semi-portable funnel trap .

Approximately 700 s harptails

18

Table 2.

Number of sharp-tailed grouse banded and marked during each
season. :Forton County. North Da kota

Year

Number
of sites
trapped

1954-55
1955-56

4
8

208
244

4

112

50

62

Spring

1956

8

46

28

15

Fall

1954
1955

1

9

0

9

2

13-

3

16

85

214

Trapping

season

'~ inter

Totals

17

Number

banded

523

Number rscaptured Number
from
marked
previous banding with dye

19
(including r ecoveri e s and repeats) were handled in these traps with a
loss of less than 1 percent.

With the exception of a farm dog that

entered a trap and killed a grouse, none of t he traps was molested by
predators.

All the other losses were apparently due to injuries sus-

ta i ned by fly ing into the wire sides of the trap.
Injuries to the scalp , mand ibles, and wings were commonly incurred
when t he sides of the trap were covered with hardware cloth or wire
screen.

Suc h injuries were considerably reduced. and deaths were elim-

inated when the sides of the trap were covered

~ith

cotton netting .

The disadvantage in the use of cotton netting was that rabb its and porcupines

c~~ only

chewed their way through it to get at the bait inside.

Casualties from trapping were considerably hi gher with the cannonprojected net trap used on the spring and fall dancing grounds.
the spring of 1956, 76 sharptails

~~re

During

captured with the cannon net.

Of t hese , two were killed and four were seriously injured (broken or
dislocated legs or wings).

Injuries were caused by the birds becoming

entang led in the large mesh of the net (2-inch diameter) .

A smaller

meshed net would perhaps reduce such casualties.
Trap selectivity .

No evidence of trap selectivity was n oted during

t he winter trapping period.

Because the composition of the various

wintering flocks differed, i t is unlikely that the composition of t he
tr apped birds would be repre s entative of those population s using the
area during the breeding season (table

5).

Trapping during t he spring and fall was highly selective because
of t he preponderance of male sharptails on the dancing grounds .

A peak

of female attendance on the spring dancing grounds has been n oted
during late April.

As many as 10 fema les have been captured at one
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time during t his peri od by fi ring the cannon-nets before sunrise .
Very few females are captured later in t he morning , as t hey spread out
and start leaving the dancing ground by sunrise.

The fall dancing

grounds prObably are not attended regularly by females as n one was captured during that season.
Both adult and juvenile male s ha r ptails were pre sent on t he fall
dancing grounds.

Aga in, trappi ng was selective, as the territorial

adult males a pparently drove the juveniles to the edges of the dan cing
area out of range of the cannon-net.

However, the juveniles were found

on t he center of the dancing ground for a s hort time

~ fter

t heir ar-

rival, and it was possible t o trap them if the cann on-nets were fired
d uring t his period .
Marking orocedure. _
dye s ha rptails.

Aurami ne and rhodamine were successfully used to

Both dyes proved to be durable , and marked b i rds

very conspicuous in the field.

\~re

Birds dyed red or yellow in the fall of

1955 . although much faded, were still recognizable 8 mont hs later on
the s pring and summer range .

Winter marked grouse remained cons picuous

until they started to molt in late summer.

One sharptail ma r ked in t he

fall of 1954 still carried an unmolted yellow secondary feather when it
was recaptured in the s pring of 1956, over 20 months later.
Attempts to ma rk individual birds with combinations of red and
yellow dyes were found to be undesirable because t he colors tended to

rUn together during drying and als o to spread to undyed areas .

During

t he winter of 1954-55. most of the grouse were marked combinations to
represent sex , age , and rele a se site.

I t was found that lnost combina-

tions were hard to recognize in the fie l d , especially when s everal
marked birds were flushed at one time.

In addition , there was a
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tendency for other observers to overlook the yellow in t he comb ination
and report every bird as a red one .
Mortality and behavior of mar ked sharptails.

Because of t heir con-

spicuous coloration, losses among dyed birds might be excessive.

During

the winter of 1954-55 , 107 dyed and 88 undyed sbarptails were banded
and released on sites J, 4, and 5.

Hunter band returns and recaptures

made after the dyed birds had molted their colored feathers indicated
that the survival of dyed birds was similar to that of the naturally
colored birds (table

J).

Although a greater number of undyed sharp-

tails were recovered, no significant difference in the number 0f recov4

eries was detected between the dyed and undyed groups when the X2 test
was used.
Observations of marked birds in the field indica ted that they
be have normally.

Dyed sharptails were observed in flocks of unmarked

birds a.nd on dancing grounds.

The nests of four marked fema les "'Jere lo-

cated, and at least one hen successfully raised a brood of six young .
Tracing the movement of marked sharptails.

Records of marked sharp-

tails were received from personal observation, voluntary reports from
other observers, and reports returned on a questionnaire mailed out for
that purpose.

Personal observation at dancing grounds and other areas

consisted entirely of birds that remained in the vicinity of the trapping sites and does not supply any information on wider dispersal .
Such records are of value chiefly in determining t he extent of local
seasonal movements and are comparable to local r etrappine recoveries of
banded birds.
Voluntary reports of the conspicuously marked grouse were expected
to fill in the longer movements, but only three rep orts were received
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Table 3 .

Recovery data from dyed and undyed sharp- tailed grouse
trapped during the winter of 1954-55 at sites 3, 4 , and 5 .
Morton County t North Dakota

Color

Sex

Number
released

Recovered after molting
Number

Percent

Dyed

Male

59

18

30.5

Undyed

Hale

44

16

36 .4

Dyed

Female

48

13

27 . 1

Undyed

Female

44

14

31.8

Dyed

Total

107

31

29 . 0 .

Undyed

Total

88

3D

34. 1

The difference between the recovery of dyed and undyed sharotails
(both sexes) was not significant by the chi square tes t . X~ = 0.4139 •

• 70>

P> .50 .
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follo~dng

t he releas e of 121 colored birds during the f all of 1954 and

t he winter of 1954-55.
g~ouse

A questionnaire requesting r ecord s of ma r ked

was distributed to farmers within 25 miles of t he release site s,

following the winter marking program of 1955-56.

Twelve r eports

(onl y seven were considered reliable) Here r eceived .

Personal inter-

views showed t hat sane of the farmers within the trappi ng area f ailed
to r e port the marked grouse they bad seen.

These people were acquaint-

ed wi t h the work and no longer had their curiosity aroused as did the
peopl e away f rom the area.

The use of both intervie\olS and ques t ion-

nai r es f or t r a c i ng movements of dyed sharptails shoulg be considered
i n f ut ure work .
~

r e coveri es .

band r eturns.

The sources of band recoveries were recaptures and

Hunter band returns should gi ve t he most r epresentative

di stribution of dispersal, because hunting pressure was more evenly
s pr ead out over t he possible area of recovery.
Unequal distribution of hunting pressure and mistakes i n reporting
the location of the kill would impair the a ccuracy of dis persal patterns based on hunter band returns.

An aerial hunting pres sure survey

made during the first 3 days of the 1956 hunting season i ndicated that
hunt ing pressure was greater (four times as great) in the vicinity of
the trapping sites than in other parts of l1orton County .

However. be-

cause the area near the trap sites contained a greater percentage of
s harpt a i l habitat than the other areas chec ked, it is believed t hat
hunt ing pressu re per unit of sharptail range di d not vary this much .
Tr appi ng site 4 was located on t he Morton County State Game Refuge.

No

hunt i ng was allowed on t he r e fu ge, and the adjacent a rea s we re heavily
p osted .

Onl y t wo bands fr om b i rds banded on s i t e 4 were r e turned by
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hunters.
Hunters who returned bands were interviewed personally or by
telephone to further verify the location of recovery •

Although this

procedure eliminated much error, it was possible that some banded birds
were not noticed until after they had became mixed with other sharptails that had been killed over a wide area.
Sexing and ageing techniques.

Although no attempt was made to eval-

uate the accuracy of the sexing and ageing techniques used during this

In describing the method of

study, some error is known to exist.
sexing sharp-tailed grouse,

¥~nwieler

(1939) mentioned that he cor-

rectly determined the sex of 85.7 percent of a group of 56 sharptails
by the examination of the two central tail feathers.

By the same

method, L. L. Snyder (Manwieler 1939, correspondence) correctly aged

85.5 percent of 76 adult sharptails

in a labeled collection.

No reference on the evaluation of the ageing techniques described
by

p~ann

(1944) was located in the literature, but Reuel Janson

(letter) reported that in South Dakota:
Comparison of bursa age dete.r minations and primary age determinations while making hunter bag chec ks showed a number
of birds with deep bursas that had molted their outer primaries. Usually this had occurred in such a small nUillber of
birds that it was of little consequence as far as a.ge determinations was concerned.
Errors in sexing and ageing techniques, although apparently minor,
must be considered in t he analysis of the differential movement of the
four sex and age classes.
Seasonal movements of banded and marked sharp-tailed grouse
The fall and spring movements of sharp-tailed grouse between the
grasslands used for breeding and the brusby or wooded wintering sites
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have been described for all of the . southern races of this species
(Hamerstrom and HamerstrOO1 1951).

The banding studies of Aldous (1943),

Janson (1951), Hamerstram and Hamerstrom (1951), Hammond (1957, unpublished), and Peterle (1956) indicate that a part of the wintering
population is sedentary, but that considerable dispersal can be expected from some of the

~~ntering

birds.

Gomparatively little is knolMIl

of the time of the lI.tider dispersion or which sex and age groups are
most active in it; the sex and age composition and dispersal of the
different types of wintering flocks; or the attachment of sharptails to
specific daneing grounds and wintering sites, particulprly the juveniles and adult females.

More information is also needed on dispersion

of sharp-tailed grouse from the spring and fall ranges.
Disoersa1 from wintering areas.

Four hundred and fifty-two unbanded

sharptails were trapped during the winters of 1954-55 and 1955-56
(table 2).

Ten additional sharptails that had been banded during the

fall were recovered at wintering sites.

Of the 462 individual birds

released at wintering sites, 44 were recovered in the second winter,
32 in the spring, and 35 in the fall.
the winter released sharptails were

CXle hundred and seventy-four of

~~rked

with dye.

At least 64

(36. 8 p~rcent) of the marked grouse were observed or reported during
the spring and

SlliTh~er

following the winter

L~

which they we re released

(table 4).
The sex and age composition of the sharptails trapped at different
wintering sites varied considerably (table

5).

On the basis of the sex

and age of the grouse trapped and the estimated number wintering at each
area, the wintering sites appeared to be of three types:

(a) sites

used by s mall flocks composed largely of males, (b) those used by l arge
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Table 4 .

Summary of the s easonal recoveri es and observations of
sharp- tailed grouse banded and marked duri ng the winter ,
Morton County , North Da kota
Season and number recovered

Nwnber
Total
Number
1st
yJinter released Same
2nd
2nd
2nd
spring l.st
birds
and fa ll winter spring fall reeovwinter
r
e
covered
eries
summer
Banded
1954- 55

212

0

5

15

1955- 56

250 U

1

18

1.5

Both

462

1

2)

30

44

44

9

9

5

.5

78

68

34

30

1.1 2

98

Narked
1954- 55

112

54

1955 - 56

62

10

174

64

Both
1.

Includes all recaptured birds except those r eleased du ring t he
previous winter.
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Table

5.

Sex and age composition of sharp-tailed grouse trapped on
wintering sites
Estimated

Site

Year

number

present

Percent

Number
trapped

Adult
ma le

Juvenile
male

Adult
female

Juvenile
female

2

54-55

30

13

38.4

38.4

15.4

7.7

5

55-56

50

35

31.4

54.4

5.7

8. 6

9

55-56

30

11

54.5

36.4

0.0

9.1

55-56

200

77

3.9

26.0

31.2

39 .0

3

54-55
55-56

125
50

82
35

11.0

11.4

33.0
37.2

17.1
37.2

39.0
14.3

4

54-55
55-56

100
150

52
81

25 O
22.2

27.0
34.6

11.5

36.5

21 0
0

2202

5

54-55

75

57

21.0

45.6

8 .8

24.6

11

55-56

40

30

33.3

20.0

26.7

20 .0

10

& 12

q
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flocks of adult females and juveniles, and (c) an intermediate type in

which both males and females were well represented.
The relationship of the wintering sites to dancing grounds was
difficult to appraise beeause there were dancing grounds within
miles of all the wintering sites.

1.5

The three sites on which males p r e -

dominated (sites 2, 5, and 9) were all located within 0.5 mile of an
established dancing ground.

There is some indication that feeding conThe only woody emergent

d i tions were below average at these sites.
cover at sites 2 and
willow, respectively.

5

consisted of a few clumps of buffalo berry and

During the mild winter of 1954-55, feeding con-

ditions in the fields were better at site

5

than in

1955-56,

greB.ter number of females wintered there in the former year.
site

and a
However,

9 was in a wooded ravine which provided a supply of buds, but only

one female was captured.
A large flock of adult females and juveniles wintering near sites
10 and 12 had probably been attracted by the favorable feeding opportunity provided by an unharvested flax field and a large field of
shocked corn within 0.5 mile of severa.l beavily wooded ravines.
an aerial count, it was estimated that from
using this area.
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During

to 200 sharptails were

About half of them were observed flying in one flock.

At the sites where both males and females were well represented
among the trapped grouse, the degree of segregation of the sexes was
unknown.

Both males and females were removed from the same traps, but

they may have arrived at the trapping sites in separate flocks.

A1-

though large flocks of grouse were observed at sites 3, 4 ,and 5 , it is
Possible that the adult males \Jere not represented in them.

These

sites may ha.ve been areas used jointly by floc ks of males attached to
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local dancing grounds and by larger groups of adult females and
juveniles.
The large winte.ring flocks became less noticeable in Mareh when
the males began to attend the dancing grounds regularly.

During

ear~

morning dancing .ground counts in mid-March, flocks of 30 to 40 sharptails were observed in fields near active dancing grounds.

Because

these birds were apparently feeding and there was no sign of dancing
activity, it was possible that some females remained in large flocks
well into ¥J.8rch.

By mid-April t he females became common on the daneing

g rounds and often arrived and depa ned singly.

The extent of dispersal from t he wintering sites wa s indicated by
the distribution of marked grouse observations and
ies (tables 6 and 7).

About

hlli~ter

band recover-

74 percent of the band recoveries and

86 percent of the marked bird ·observations \vere made within 1.5 miles
of the winter release sites.

Although a large maj ority of the birds

remained near the wintering sites, a part of the 'Wintering population
dispersed widely.

Two marked grouse were observed about 30 miles from

the general trapping area, and one banded sharptail released on site 11
was shot

16.5 miles away during the first hunting season.

This same

general distribution of band recoveries was noted by Aldous (1943),
Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom (1951). and Peterle (1956).
The time at which the wider movements away from t he wintering
sites took place was not clear.

The hunter band returns indicated that

some dispersal had taken place by late fall (most of the hunter band
returns were made in Cbtober).

A s mall sample of fall returns of sharp-

tails trapped ·on the spring dancing grounds showed that no dispersal
took place in this group of recoveries (table 6).

This indicated that
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Table 6.

Season

of
release

Distribution of spring and summer marked bird observations
and fall hunter band returns from sharp-tailed grouse released in orton County, North Dakota
Source
of
data

Number
recovered

Spring
Fall

0-1.5 1.5-5 5-10 10-15

64-

55

3

1

32

23

3

3

returns

II

11

Hunter band
returns

1

1

Winter Marked birds
Winter

Distance in miles from the release site

Hunter band
returns
Hunter band

13-20
2

1

2

20-25 25-30
1

2

31

Table 7.

Spring and summer movements of sharp-tailed grouse marked
on the wintering sites

winter
released

Release
site

Number
!p.arked

Number
observed

1954-5.5

All

12111

54

2.0

1955-56

All

62

10

7.0

& 12£1

52

7

9.8

1.5 - 22.0

9

10

3

0.8

0.5

All

183

64

2.8

0.5 - 30.0

19.55-56
1955-56

10

Hiles from release site
Average
ffiinge

0.25 - 30.0
~

0.5

22. 0

1.0

1954-55
&

1955-56
1.

Includes nine marked birds that were released 0. 25 mile from
wintering site 2 on October 2 , 1954, because at least six birds
spent pa rt of the winter on site 2 .

2.

Sites 10 and 12 were frequented by a large group of adul t females
and juveniles.
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the dispersal from the wintering 5i tes took place betv]een t he time of
winter banding and the time at which the grouse became attached to the
dancing grounds.
during the winter.

Some of the wider dispersal may have taken place
One juvenile

banded at site 3 on December 10 ,

IT~le

1955 , was recaptured 10 miles away on site 13 on February 27. 1956.
Hammond (1957, unpublis hed) reported a large amount of winter movement
of less than 2 miles for sharpta ils on the Lower Souris 'vYaterfowl
Refuge in North Dakota but also cited three instances of movements of
from 7.5 miles to 10 miles during this season.

On t he }"orton Count y

study area, no direct evidence was found of long moveme!lts during early
s pring before the sharp-tailed grouse began to gather on the dancing
grounds.

However, because the number of males found on dancing grounds

within 2.25 miles of the wintering sites appeared to be less than the
number on the wintering sites during late winter, it was assumed that
some of the wider dispersal took place during late winter and early
spring.
Some evidence of the dispersion of the various sex and age classes
from the wintering sites was noted .

Sixty-five percent of the male

s harptails marked during the winter of 1954-55 were observed on spring
dancing grounds within 2.25 miles of the winter trapping sites.
a verage distance of movement was 0.9 miles.

Because not all of t he

dancing grounds were located. it was likely that a greater
of the males used dancing grounds near

The

w~n tering

p~ rcentage

sites.

A sample of winter-banded sharptails. that were recaptured on or
found dead near dancing ground adjacent to wintering sites in the
spring, indicated that both juvenile and adult males had a tendency to
breed near the wintering si t .es (table 8) .

In addition, the
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Table

Spring band recoveries of winter trapped sharp-tailed grouse
released in Morton County . North Dakota 1
Recoveries 2

Sex and age

,

Direct,

Indirect

Adult male

10

5

Juvenile male

10

4

Unaged male

1

o

Adult female

1

o

Unaged female

1

o

1.

Six sharptails were found dead; the remainder were recaptured on
dancing grounds.

2.

All spring band recoveries "Jere made within 1.25 miles of the winter

release site.
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d istribution of fall band returns was similar for both adult a.nd juvenile males.

The average distance of recovery was 1.2 and 1.3 miles,

respectively , (table 9).
Less evidence was available on the dispe rsion of female s harptails
from the wintering sites.

Only seven of t he winter marked or banded

fe males were noted during the s pring and early summer, but all of these
were within

1.5 miles of the winter release sites .

One of the females

was observed near a dancing ground, one was found dead , one was ret rapped on a dancing ground, and the nests of four others (indicated by
dyed feathers in the nest) were found.

The distance at which banded

females were shot from the winter sites was greater for females (especially juvenile females) than for males (table 9) .
The sex and age composition of the birds recaptured the second
winter at sites 3, 4, and 5 compares favorably \uth the c omposition at
banding during t he first winter (tab le 10).

I f it is assumed that the

chances of grouse returning to the same wintering area the second
wi nter dimin ish with the distance of dispersal, then the composition of
the banded grouse retra pped during the second winter mi ght be usable in
evaluating differential dispersal.

However, the presen ce of homing

ability to winte ring sites, trap sel.e ctivity. or differential mortality
would alter the validity of t his assumption.
The dispersal of t he large flock of adult females and juveniles
from sites 10 and 12 was traced

tp~ough

ported on a questionnaire (table 7) .

marked bird observations re-

Although it is possible that the

longe r average movement of this flock (9. 8 miles) was partly due to
the different method employed in collecting observations, only two
birds (males) were located on da ncing grounds in the area of the
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Table 9.

Differential movements indicated by direc t fall band returns
from sharp-tailed grouse released during the winters of
1954- 5.5 and 1955-56 , in ¥ orton County t North Dakota
i-tiles from release site
Average
Ra.nge

Sex and age

Number
recovered

Adult male

9

1.2

0 . 50 - 4.25

Juvenile male

7

1.3

0 . 25 - 6.25

Adult female

8

1. 6

0. 25 - 7.00

Juvenile female

4

7.4

0.75 - 16.50

Table 10.

Recoveries of sharp- tailed grouse trapped during the winter
of 1954-55 at t he s ame site one year l ater on sites 3. 4 .
and 5

Sex and age
when banded

Banded

Re cove r ed

NUJnber
banded

Percent
composition

Adult male

34

17. 8

.Adult femal e

25

J uvenile male
Juvenile female

1.

Percent

Percent
recove red

8

18.2

23 .5

13.1

7

15.9

28 .0

67

35 . 0

13

29 .5

19. 4

65

34.0

16

36 .4

24 . 6

Numberl composItion

The difference bet ween the composition of t he recovered and rel~ ased population was not significant by the chi square test .
X

= . 69 ; . 90)

p) .80 .

,
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release site during t he sp ring of 1956 .

Three direct fal l band returns

from grouse banded on site 12 were reeeived in the fall of 1956 .

One

adult male had been shot 4.25 miles away, and two adult females 0 .5 and

7. 0 miles away.

Further banding and marking are needed to determine if

any differential movement occurs between the sex and age groups from
the various types of winter a ggregations.
Other workers (Janson 1951; Baumgartner 1939; Hamerstrom and
Hamerstrom 1951) have mentioned the different types of winter sharptai1
concentrations.

Janson (1951) banded 148 sharptai1s (44 males and 104

females) on an island in the ¥lissouri River near Hobridge . South
~

Dakota.

The average movement of 12 fall-recovered birds from this

group was 10.4 miles.

Although no mention was made of the age compo-

si tion of the banded bi,r ds • it is likely that this concentration was
similar to the one found near sites 10 and 12 because of the high proportion of females and the fact that this flock

WB.S

wintering outside

of the breeding range.
Dispersal from the soring dancing grounds.

Spring trapping and

banding was carried out in 1956 to tra ce the movements of sharp-tailed
grouse from the dancing ground areas to their fall and winter range.
Seventy-four birds were trapped at eight sites (tables 1 and 2) located
in the same general area as t he winter trap sites (figure 1).

The

breast feathers of 10 females captured on site 7 were dyed red. and the
wings or tails of five birds trapped at site 8 were also marked with
dyes.
One ma le trapped on a dancing ground (site 6) on April 17, 1956.
was recaptured on a different dancing ground (site 12) about 0 . 4 mile
away on April 24 , 1956.

This was the only evidence of a s hift between
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dancing grounds by any of the ma l e b irds.

Observations on danc ing

grounds s howed a cons tant number of ma rked and unmarked males in attendan ce f rom morning to morn i ng during the peak of dancing ground a ctivity i n April.

Some shift ing probab l y occurred bet ween closely

located grounds. but such shifting was negl i gibl e when t he dancing
g rounds were located more t han 1 mile apart.
Some sharptails of both s exe s remained in the vicinity of t he
dancing grounds during the s pring and early summer.

A flock of males

containing marked birds was commonly flus hed in the vicinity of site 7
du ring a nesting study in the summer of 1955.

The

frequ~ncy

of obser-

v a tions a s well as t he size of the flock declined considerably by the
f irst of July.

Apparently the flock split up during the molting

seas on. and it is suspected that there might have been a movement off
this upl and area as well .

Coues (1874) and Baumgartner (1939) have

desc ribed a movement to moist brushy areas du ring mid-summer • .
Five sight observations of red-dyed females were made between
April 4 and August 21, 1956 .
from

The distance of these observations ranged

0.5 to 0.75 miles to the soUth and west of site 7.

ble that only one bird was seen.
with a wee k old brood.

It was possi-

On June 21 a. colored hen was observed

A colored hen was observed in t he same area on

ugust 21 with a brood of six nearly
sharptail nests were located near

ful1- g ro\~

trappL~g

Nine of t he nests were found within

young.

In 1955. 14

site 7 (dancing ground ).

0.5 mile of t he dancing ground.

The success of locating nests diminished at distances past

0.5 mile to

such an extent that attempts to locate nests over 1 mile from t he
g rounds were discontinued .
No evidence of a dispersal of adult b irds during the

s umrr~ r

and
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early fall was noted from the return of 11 direct hunter band . returns
of spring banded sharptails (table 6).

All these birds (about 15 per-

cent of t he spring banded population) were shot within 0. 75 mile of
the respective release sites.
Very little was learned of the dispersal of t he juvenile sharptails.

Some of the broods were raised near the dancing ground sites,

but no information was available on t heir movements after they became
independent of the hen.

During September small groups of grouse \vere

flushed that probably represented broods.

Juvenile m.ale sharptails

were in attendance on the fall dancing grounds in October, but whether
or not these were locally-raised birds is questionable; there may have
been a shuffle during this period .
Dispersal from fall range.

Twenty-five male sharptails were banded

and marked on the fall dancing grounds in 1954 and 1955 (table 2) .
None of the fall banded grouse were Killed during the hunting
season in which they were banded.

Sixteen of the 25 fall banded and

dyed male sharptails that were trapped and marked on sites 1,

7. and

8 (dancing grounds) were recaptured or observed wintering on areas
within 1.75 miles of the respective release sites (table 11) .

This is

a minimum estimate of the number of fall banded birds that spent at
least part of the winter adjacent to the fall dancing grounds .
By marking the male sharptails on the fall dancing grounds , it

was possible to detennine how many returned the following spring .

Nine

male sharptails (eight adults and one juvenile) were dyed yel101-J at
site 1 during the fall of 1954.

Because four male s harptails were also

marked with yellow dye near this site (site 2, 0.25 mile north) during
the . winter. it

~~s

impossible to determine exactly how many of the fall
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Tab le 11.

Rand recoveries and obse rvations of 25 fall released sharpt a iled grouse

Source of data

Season of observation or recovery
1st \..Jinter 1st :Jpring 2nd Fall 2nd Spri ng

Band recoveries

12

4

1-'1a r ked grouse
observations

13

12

Combined band recoveries
and marked grouse
observa t ions l

16

12

1.

After elimination of dup licat ion.

1

1

1

1
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marked birds r eturned to the same dancing ground in the spring .

Ten

marked ma le grouse 'fflre observed at site 1 i n April 1955 , s o it is
certain that at least six and possibly more of the fall marked birds
returned to t he same dancing ground .
During the fall of 1955, six all yellow adult males and 10 yellow
juvenile males with red tails '-lere released on sites 7 and 8 (dancing
g rounds).

Colored celluloid leg bands were used to identify t he re-

lease sites.

Four of t he adult males and two of t he juvenile mal es

returned i n the spring .

Four of t hese birds (three adults and one

juvenile ) '-tere captured with a cann on- net trap .

There was no evidence

to show if the low return of juvenile birds was due to movement or mort a lity .

Fall trapping and ma r ki ng showed t hat juvenile males commonly

attend the dancing grounds during their first fall, and at least same
may become pe rmanently attached at this time .

Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom

(1951) have noticed the presence of juvenile males on fall danc ing
g rounds by observing the molting pattern on the wings of the dancing
birds , and they also sus pected

th~t

new grounds may hale originated

during this time of year.
one o£ the recoveries of marked or banded sharptai1s r eleased in
t he fall (table 11) was made more than 1.75 mile s f r om t he release
sites.
Home range v s . progressive dispersion .

A review of t he movements

away from the seasonal tra pping sites showed a trend toward s hort
seasonal movements by the majority of the population wit h wides pread
d ispersi on up t o 30 miles by t he remainder .

J anson (1951) reported

that his banding studies indicated t wo types of movement , a regular
seasonal movement between breeding and wintering areas , and a more or
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less continuous dispersal.

Most of t he s harptails t hat Janson banded

were from f locks wintering off t he breeding range.
Some evidence against a continued outward dispersion from wintering sites was furnished

qy

repeated recaptures of sharptails on winter-

ing sites and local dancing grounds (table 12).

Banding records showed

that 16 sharptails were recovered two or more times during t he course
of this study (in some cases this i ncluded the final return if the bird
were shot).

All the multiple r ecoveries showed repeated short range

movement between wintering and dancing ground sites where t he trapping
wa s carried out.

None of t he birds in this group was recovered at more

than 1.25 miles fr om t he wintering site or dancing ground site on which
it had been trapped.

None of 67 sharptails that were recaptured at

least once haVe to date been shot or retrapped outside of the range to
which they have apparently become attached.

Some sharptails apparently

became attached to a tlhome range I! from which little dispersion ta kes
p lace; it will be necessary to continue trapping over a period of years
to determine -the importance of continuous dispersal.
Females as well as males may become attached to a particular range
as evidenced by the proportional return of females and males to t he
s ame wintering sites the second winter (table 10).

In the case of

males, the attac hment of at least certain i nd ividual s to a pa rticular
dan cing ground for more than one season has been demonst r ated.

It was

also s hown that this attachment may begin during the first fall for
some j uvenile males.

The attachment of females was less clear chiefly

because of the difficulty with which they were trapped on the dancing
g rounds .

From the small sample (20 ) of females captured on the spring

danc i ng grounds, on l y one was banded (5 percent), but approximat ely 49
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Table 12 .

:ovements of sharp- tailed grouse recovered more than once
bet Jeen Octobe r 1 , 195 4 and ovember 4 , 19561
d bet ween band and seasonal r e covery sites

Fall

Spring

Banded

0 . 25

Banded

1 . 25

\>Jinter

Spring

Fa ll

0.0
0

Banded
Banded

Fall

0

0.5

0

1.0

1.2:}J
1.252:.1

Banded
Banded

0
0

Banded

1 . 25
1 . 25

1 . 25

1 . 25

1 . 00

Banded

0

Banded

0

Banded

0

0.5

Banded

0

0.5

Banded

0

0 .5

Banded

.5

0 . 25

Banded

1. 0

1 . 00

Banded

0 . 75

0 . 25

Banded

0 . 75

0 . 25

0 . 25

1.

The word banded appears under the season of t he origina l capture;
the distance of each recovery in miles fr om t he original trapping
site appears under the season of each subsequent r e c overy.

2.

Trapped on fa ll dancing ground; other fall rec overies we re shot.
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percent of t he spring trapped males was banded.

A ss~~ing

no selec-

tivity i n the wi nter tra pping . an e qual proportion of e ac h sex should
have c arried bands.

Fall recoveries of winter trapped sharptails

s howed a wider dispersal of females than males (table 9).

Additional

trapping on both s pring and wintering sites is needed to determine the
extent of the attachment to a home range.
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CCNCLUSICNS

,
The tranping and marking techniques used during this study are
considered effective for the study of sharp-tailed grouse movements
under c onditions present on t he study area.
likely that mod ifications would be necessary.

In other areas it is
Peterle (19.56) in

Michigan found that grains were unsatisfactory as bait, but he was successful in attracting sharptails with buds of the white birch Betula
alba papyrifera .

The selection of a winter trap will also depend on

suc h factors a s snow conditions and availability of the trapping sit es.
Se rious trappi ng injuries and mortality were insignificant \-li t h
the funnel trap but approached 10 percent of the trapp ing catch when
the cannon-net assembly was used.

The degree of trapping selectivity

was not determined during the winter but favored males over females on
the s pring dancing grounds and adult males over juvenile males on t he
fall " dancing grounds.

The composition of the catch varied with the

time during t he morning when the trap was fired.
The dyes auramine and rhodamine proved to be applicable in marKing
sharptails.

Dyed grouse could be easily recognized for at least 3

months and for as long as 8 months in some instances.

Comb i nat ions of

dyes were avoided i n later work because of the difficulty in apply ing
and because of uncertainty in field recognition, especially by untrained
observers.
PrelL~inary

work on the mortality and behavior of marked grouse

indicated t hat in spite of t he ir conspicuous coloration, they behaved
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normally f and losses \.Jere no higher than in an uncolored group banded
in the same area.

If the se results are substantiated in future work,

it would be a safe practice to combine survival studie s with a marking
progra~

or use marked birds in other projects such as census studies.

No relationship was demonstrated between the distribution of
marked grouse observations and the aetual dispersal pattern of sharptailed grouse.

Personal observation, because of time and space limit-

ations , consists chiefly of birds seen around the release sites .
Reliable reports from other observers were of value in determining the
range of movement.

This source of observations could #perhaps be ex-

ploited more fully by applying questionnaire and random personal
interview methods in the area surrounding the release sites.

Extreme

care must be exercised in accepting reports from untrained observers.
The distribution of fall band returns from hunters is perhaps the
best indicator of sharptail dispersal, but unequal distribution of
hunting pressure and occasional mistakes in locating the area where
the kill was made may result in misleading conclusions.

Band recover-

ies fran trapped birds and the few found dead , like personal marked
bird observations, tend to exaggerate the

sedenta~

habits of the

sharp- tailed grouse.
The preliminary results of this study show that the s harp-tailed
grouse is a sedentary species in this area.

The average annual cruis-

ing radius is estimated to be less than 2 miles, although a part of
the wintering populations may disperse widely .

Similar results were

recognized in other banding studies by Aldous (1943); Hart, Lee, and
Low (1950); Hamerstrom and Hamerstrom (1951); and Peterle (1956).
¥ arshal and Jensen (1937) estimated that the annual cruising radius of
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,
the sharp- tailed grouse was about 2 miles.

} ost of t he widespread dis-

persi on probably occurs between late fall and early spring , but more
recove ries are needed from spring and fall banded flharptails before
t his conclusion can be accepted.
A larger sample of band recoveries and marked grouse observations
from all sources is needed before the differential dispersion of the
various sex and age classes can be evaluated .

The preliminarJ results

of t his study indicate that the sex and age composition of the s ha rptailed grouse varies with t he trapping sites.

This may be due to the

.

reluctance of adult males and some juvenile males to winter away from
their

d&~cing

grounds even when feeding conditions are below optimum,

while adult fema les and juveniles tend to move to areas that are better
suited for feeding .

tIhen favorable wintering sites are located near

dancing grounds . both males and females may be well represented among
the wintering birds.

The degree of segregation of the sexes at the

latter type of wintering site is unknown .

Nore information is also

needed on the source and dispersion of the large flocks of adult
females and juveniles.
The majority of the wintering males, both adult and juvenile,
remained n ear t he '-.Tintering sites to breed.

Some females a lso selected

b r eeding areas near t he wintering sites. but there is some evidence of
a wi der average dispersal of females from wintering sites than of males •
.A

Im..re r percentage of winter banded females tha.n males 'Was retrapped on

the spring dancing grounds.

However . both sexes returned to the s ame

wintering sites t he second winter in proportional numbers.
After the s harptails have became attac hed to a dancing ground ,
apparently little dispersion occurs although there may be some s hi fting
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b etween local dancing grounds.

Bast of the hens nested withi n

0.75

mile of the dan cing grounds, and b roods were commonly found i n the same
area during early summer .

The tendency for--sharptails to nest or rear

broods near dancing grounds has been mentioned by Baumgartner (1939)
- and Hamers trom (1939) .

The range used during late summer on the sharp-

tailed grouse study area i s unkno~ ~ but by October the grouse were
found in the uplands near t he dancing grounds.

Fa.ll band returns indi-

cated that the same range was used in the fall and spring ; no dispersion was noted from the s pring range .
Juvenile dispersion during early autumn t as not studied , but juvenile males do attend the fall

danc in~ ~~ rounds

manently attached at this time.

and some may become per-

Nos t of the males marked on the fall

dancing grounds winte red nearby , and many returned to the

sa~e

dancing

g round in the spring .
There is a possibility that a home range exists because of strong
attachments to dancing grounds or trintering sites .

Multiple recoveries

of individual males within a restricted range and the return of s harptails to the same danc ing grounds and wi nte ring

site~

in later years

were presented as evidence , but a definite conclusion cannot be drawn
until further study is completed.
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Sill-mARY

I

1.

A sharp-tailed grouse movement study was initiated Qy the

North Dakota Game and Fish Department in the fall of 1954 on a study
area in eastern h orton County t North Dakota.
evaluation of the methods used and a

This paper presents an

prelimina~

analysis of data an

seasonal movement to November 4 , 1956.
2.

Baited funnel traps were used effectively during the winter

to trap sharptails.

Two sets of Dill 's improved cannan-net assemblies

were used to trap grouse on the dancing grounds.

The composition of

the catch made with the cannon-net varied with the time of morning at
which it was discharged.

Trapping injuries were frequent when the

cannon-net assembly was used but negligible with the use of the funnel
trap.

J.

The sharp-tailed grouse marked with auramine or rhodamine

were recognizable in the wild for over 3 months.
experienced when both dyes were used on one bird.

Some diffieulty was
No difference in the

mortality or behavior of the dyed and undyed sharptails was noted .

,

4.

In total, 523 sharp-tailed grouse were banded at 17 sites

located on wintering areas or on the spring and fall dancing grounds .
Of t he trapped sharptails, 214 were marked wit h dyes .
traced through 128 band recoveries from 110

di~ferent

Movement was
sharptails and

2 84 recorded observations of dyed sharptails.

5. The sharp-tailed grouse on the

t~apping

area were largely sed-

entary, but a small part of t he wintering population dispersed widely .
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The avera ge a nnual cruising radius was estimated to be less than 2
miles.

6.

The long movements of banded sharptails probabl y too ~ pl a ce

during the winter and early spring , as no dispe rsal was noted from the
s p ring and fall dancing grounds.

7. The majority of adult and juvenile male sharptails used danc ing grounds within 2 miles of the wintering sites on which they vrere
released; females also used breeding areas near their wintering sites
b ut to what extent was undetermined.

8.

A large wintering flock of adult females and juveniles appear-

ed to disperse more vlidely t han flocks at sites

]~~e re

adult males \4ere

also present.

9.

Some juvenile males became atta ched to a dancing ground during

their first autumn and returned to the same g round the follmving spring .
10.

I':ultiple re coveries of individual sharptails on t he same danc -

ing grounds and lvintering area.s suggested a strong attacrmlent to a
part icular range .
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